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Asia ex-Japan Equity
Equities - Asia Ex-Japan

1 Mth

3 Mth

6 Mth

YTD

1 Yr

3 Yrs

MSCI AC Asia Ex-Japan

1.6

6.5

12.0

31.0

31.0

37.8

MSCI Far East Free Ex-Japan

1.4

6.1

12.1

31.4

31.4

38.8

MSCI China

1.1

6.1

20.0

42.7

42.7

45.5

MSCI Hong Kong

1.9

5.1

8.8

25.9

25.9

39.8

MSCI India

4.0

10.2

11.7

28.3

28.3

29.7

MSCI Indonesia

7.6

6.5

2.8

15.7

15.7

20.1

MSCI Korea

0.9

8.8

10.2

34.7

34.7

50.6

MSCI Malaysia

5.0

5.9

6.4

15.1

15.1

-3.3

MSCI Philippines

4.2

5.0

6.4

14.9

14.9

11.1

MSCI Singapore

0.1

8.4

10.2

25.5

25.5

14.3

MSCI Taiwan

0.7

3.0

2.5

19.6

19.6

38.4

MSCI Thailand

3.9

7.8

17.5

24.9

24.9

32.9

Returns in percentage and in Singapore dollars. Source: Bloomberg, data as at 31 December 2017.

Asian markets outside of Japan ended the last month of 2017 by outperforming global equities. For the year in
review, Asia ex-Japan registered a record rally as it surged ahead of its peers led by Chinese stocks that saw
earnings upgrades which continued to boost confidence in the region. During the month of December, the US
Federal Reserve (Fed) raised interest rates in line with expectations as it revised the growth outlook upward while
keeping its forecast for three interest rate hikes in 2018. Investors cheered the passage of the US tax reductions as
it fuelled sentiments of further economic growth.
With the exception of Singapore, which underperformed the global benchmark, all markets either performed in line
or outperformed. The healthcare sector was the strongest performer. A risk-on sentiment returned to the markets
as the defensive space including industrials and telecommunications underperformed. Utilities and information
technology fell into losses with the latter sliding downward as scepticism crept in on how a tech rally could be
further sustained.
Global economic growth remained firm in December. The US manufacturing gauge rose to 59.7, as the world’s
largest economy expanded to its best performance in 13 years. Gains were driven by domestic business
investment, and increased American household spending. Though the official Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI)
fell slightly to 51.6 in China, the Caixin factory figure reached a four month high. Elsewhere in other economies,
manufacturing activity in Japan, India and the Eurozone rose.
China stocks underperformed the benchmark during the month where financial regulators tightened on bank
liquidity management. The country concluded its Central Economic Work Conference and outlined steps to tackle
financial risks and signalled a will to rein in credit growth. Taiwan underperformed as its tech sector continued to
witness outflows as investors rotated allocation to non-tech sectors. Hong Kong was lifted by Macau casino names
while property stocks shrugged off the higher interest rates and climbed upward.
Korean equities underperformed amid investors who sold off for profit taking. Over in India, the NIFTY turned
positive from the previous month and outperformed on the back of gains in the consumer discretionary, telecoms
and the materials sector.
Overall, the ASEAN markets fared better than the benchmark. Indonesia was the top performer for Asia ex-Japan
as the country saw its second sovereign rating upgrade, with all sectors booking absolute gains for the month.
Thailand rose as the central bank raised GDP forecasts higher with a rally led by energy, tourism, consumer and
telecom sectors. The Philippines gained as President Duterte approved the first tax reform package slated to boost
revenues that will spur infrastructure spending. Malaysia outperformed, notably on bank performance, healthcare
.
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and consumer staples. Singapore was the only underperformer despite stronger than expected growth numbers
for the fourth quarter of 2017.

Outlook and Strategy
Asia’s fundamentals have improved significantly this year. 2017 is just the first year of improving returns on equity
(ROE) after 6 years of decline. Moreover, these improving ROEs have been achieved with rising margins and
sales and lower corporate gearing. Furthermore, Asia’s earnings revisions have outpaced global markets since the
beginning of the year. In the 3 other periods that Asia’s earnings revisions have outpaced global markets over the
last 20 years, 2002, 2004 and post November 2008, the Asian markets have outperformed global markets
significantly for the next 18 months.
Despite the strong run in 2017, Asian market valuations are still reasonable. Asia ex-Japan is now trading at the
10-year historical mean level on a price-to-book basis, though above mean on price-to-earnings. On a global
comparison, Asia ex-Japan’s is at over a 20 percent discount to global markets average on price to earnings and
price to book vs ROE. In the last Asian equities bull run in 2007, it traded as high as at an 18 percent premium to
the global markets.
Foreign fund inflows into the regions have been strong for the second year in a row, but we believe the Asian
markets still remain far from overbought. There had been sizeable outflows in August and September which
removes some froth in the market before inflows resumed in October and November. Net foreign buying is just 0.4
percent of market capitalisation compared to well above 1 percent in previous periods of Asian market euphoria.
Underpinning Asia’s strong performance this year is North Asia, particularly China. Despite expectations of slowing
economic growth in China, we are seeing improving macro and micro fundamentals in the markets. Industrial
profits and corporate earnings have positively surprised significantly in 2017, helped by capacity rationalisation,
improving utilization and a rebound producer price inflation following the government’s supply side reforms. China’s
rebalancing continues to accelerate with growth in consumption and services outstripping manufacturing and
investments with further support from improving wage growth this year and consumer leverage. The debt to GDP
build up has slowed down and corporates have begun to deleverage. Banks’ non-performing loans problems are
also improving with better loan mix and overall corporate profitability. As we see the macro risks subsiding and
continued strong corporate earnings, China’s historical discount to global markets should continue to narrow.
Barring a catastrophic war with North Korea or sharp correction in the US market, the stage is set for Asian
markets to continue their trend of outperformance. We continue to prefer North Asia over Southeast Asia and India
on stronger earnings momentum and cheaper valuations. We have raised China to overweight from neutral. We
keep our overweight position in Korea and remain underweight in India and Southeast Asia.
Within ASEAN, we are overweight on Thailand as we forecast economic growth to accelerate in the fourth quarter
and consequently lead to improving corporate earnings. Net foreign inflows and government infrastructure
investments should pick up in 2018. We are also overweight on Singapore. We expect economic strength to
continue in 2018 after a robust 2017 as Singapore is a direct beneficiary of improving global economic growth.
While valuations have reflected increased optimism, we believe consensus earnings upgrades could support
further upside. We continue to be underweight on Malaysia due to the overhang from the delay in the general
elections. We are neutral on Indonesia. Despite the benefit from higher commodity prices, the broader economy
has remained lacklustre due to weak consumption and business spending. Electricity tariff hikes had impacted
consumption 2017. Political uncertainty ahead of the 2018 election has held back corporate investments.
Nonetheless, there could be some recovery in consumption in 2018 as the government dishes out financial aid and
improves job creation for the lower income class. We should also see some political clarity in the lead up to and
after the 2018 elections. Indonesia has rarely underperformed two years in a row and so we could see the market
catch up after a disappointing 2017. We remain underweight on the Philippines due to valuation concerns and
weak corporate earnings. We are also seeing weaker trends in overseas foreign worker remittances and higher
likelihood of rate hikes due to rising inflation and the weak peso.
All statistics quoted in the write-up are sourced from Bloomberg as at 31 December 2017 unless otherwise stated.
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Important Notice & Disclaimers
This publication shall not be copied or disseminated, or relied upon by any person for whatever purpose.
The information herein is given on a general basis without obligation and is strictly for information only. This
publication is not an offer, solicitation, recommendation or advice to buy or sell any investment product,
including any collective investment schemes or shares of companies mentioned within. Although every
reasonable care has been taken to ensure the accuracy and objectivity of the information contained in this
publication, UOB Asset Management Ltd (“UOBAM”) and its employees shall not be held liable for any error,
inaccuracy and/or omission, howsoever caused, or for any decision or action taken based on views
expressed or information in this publication. The information contained in this publication, including any data,
projections and underlying assumptions are based upon certain assumptions, management forecasts and
analysis of information available and reflects prevailing conditions and our views as of the date of this
publication, all of which are subject to change at any time without notice. Please note that the graphs, charts,
formulae or other devices set out or referred to in this document cannot, in and of itself, be used to
determine and will not assist any person in deciding which investment product to buy or sell, or when to buy
or sell an investment product. UOBAM does not warrant the accuracy, adequacy, timeliness or
completeness of the information herein for any particular purpose, and expressly disclaims liability for any
error, inaccuracy or omission. Any opinion, projection and other forward-looking statement regarding future
events or performance of, including but not limited to, countries, markets or companies is not necessarily
indicative of, and may differ from actual events or results. Nothing in this publication constitutes accounting,
legal, regulatory, tax or other advice. The information herein has no regard to the specific objectives,
financial situation and particular needs of any specific person. You may wish to seek advice from a
professional or an independent financial adviser about the issues discussed herein or before
investing in any investment or insurance product. Should you choose not to seek such advice, you
should consider carefully whether the investment or insurance product in question is suitable for
you.
UOB Asset Management Ltd Co. Reg. No. 198600120Z
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